Many security teams perform annual pen and paper Incident Response (IR) Tabletop exercises to assess their capabilities and identify gaps within their controls. Although these are effective in theory, a significant issue arises when comparing how detective controls and incident response processes appear on paper versus how they function in real-world attack scenarios.

NetSPI’s Ransomware Readiness bundle solves this issue with a unique three-phased approach:

**Phase 1: Breach and Attack Simulation**
NetSPI’s Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) platform conducts real world ransomware simulations utilizing purpose-built technology and expert human pentesters to discover which attack techniques can be detected and prevented, and which cannot. This includes real-time detective control validation, gap remediation recommendations, and educational content relevant to each TTP.

**Phase 2: IR Tabletop**
Once a validated detective control baseline is established using NetSPI’s BAS platform in phase 1, we work with you to conduct a customized IR Tabletop exercise designed from the information gathered. This delivers the most realistic, accurate assessment on the market, enabling security teams with actionable information in a way no other organization can.

**Phase 3: Custom Runbooks**
NetSPI leverages information gathered in phase 1 and 2 to create customized playbooks based on your unique detective controls, enabling your team to continuously run ransomware scenarios and continue detection, response, and recovery capability improvement post engagement.
Bundle to get all the benefits of NetSPI’s BAS and IR Tabletop exercise, PLUS:

+ Save 30% off total purchase price
+ Understand real world ransomware technique visibility coverage
+ Custom tabletop based on real detective controls, not just what’s on paper
+ Practice ransomware negotiations with NetSPI’s RansomBot
+ Identify and remediate technical and procedural gaps
+ Build customized ransomware response playbooks

To learn more about NetSPI’s offerings, visit [www.netspi.com](http://www.netspi.com) or contact us.

NetSPI – The Global Leader in Offensive Security

**Attack Surface Management | Breach and Attack Simulation | Penetration Testing as a Service:**
- Application Pentesting
- Cloud Pentesting
- Network Pentesting
- ML/Al Pentesting
- IoT Pentesting
- Blockchain Pentesting
- SaaS Security Assessment
- Secure Code Review
- Cybersecurity Maturity Assessment
- Red Team Operations
- Social Engineering

About NetSPI:

NetSPI is the global leader in offensive security, delivering the most comprehensive suite of penetration testing, attack surface management, and breach and attack simulation solutions. Through a combination of technology innovation and human ingenuity NetSPI helps organizations discover, prioritize, and remediate security vulnerabilities. Its global cybersecurity experts are committed to securing the world’s most prominent organizations, including nine of the top 10 U.S. banks, four of the top five leading global cloud providers, four of the five largest healthcare companies, three FAANG companies, seven of the top 10 U.S. retailers & e-commerce companies, and many of the Fortune 500.